Bourguiha and Africa
by M. HARMEL
Secretary of the Tunisian Communist Party

lbe clash with French imperialism over the military base at
Bizerta has recently focussed African attention on TunisUsefuJ background material on the strangely ambiguous policy
of the l'unisian Government, headed by President Bouiguiba,
it provided. by this interesting analysis, written by Comrade
Mobamed Harmel. The article has been freely lIanslaled
from' tbe French journal "Democracie Nouvelle."
During a recent meeting with French students visiting Tunisia.
lrtSident Bourguiba put forward an idea which runs like a thread
through all official propaganda: "The pattern of our successful
achieVements may be applied. not onlr to North Africa. but to the
eol irc African continent." Tunisia s experience, ca1led 'Bour..
guibism,' is thus held up as an example to other peoples of our
continent.
It must be said at the outset that the steps by which inde-_
pendence is gained in one country afC not necessarily right for
all other countries. In line with other Tunisian tendencies, 'Bour.
guibism' has an essentially internal character.
Nevertheless,
Tunisia has gradually begun to set up her schemes and methods: to
challenge the pattern of other developments in Africa.
Now, while it cannot be denied that Tunisia's experience
teaches useful lessons, yet it must be recognised that not all o~
them are acceptable - far from it. Therefore it must be analysed
in detail to find its true significapce - for Tunisia itself and for
the Continent in genera).
Two unreal attitudes are. currently put forward:
One which sees only the negative aspects of Tunisia's policies .
and which denies the government any anti--irnperialist role;
and one which seeS only the anti-imperialist character of the
Tunisian government, thereby ignoring the d.angerous exploita.
tion of Tunisia's foreign policies by the so-called 'free world'.
which assigns to oLlI' country a tricky role in neo-colonialism's
activities in Africa.
.

Both attitudes. must be rejected.
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BOURGUIBISM
What. th.en. is 'Bourguibism' to employ the term which now ~
- used to describe· the course of events in Tunisia? What does it
actually stand,for? Where is it going and in what direction should
it be led?
At the head of the country Bourguiba plays an importaJIl
role.
As President- of the State and leader of the Neo-De'tour
(government) party, he wields practically absolute power. He has
..much to his credit. He has taken an outstanding share in the
country's struggle for independence. A man of the people. hi ..
inspired by an ardent patriotism. Boldly he recognised!, even m
the 'thirties, that, because it lacked daring and the will-to-fight, tb'
lead~rship of the Destour at that time could not inspire the national
struggle. With others he' created the Neo-Destour which assumed
a leading role in the national movement.
As the Neo-Destour
gained popularity from the Movement's successes, so Bourguiba'l
popularity and authority increased greatly.
A 'cult of the' personality' carried to extreme. however., begaa
to attribute to him alone an the merit for national victories. celegatmg 1:0 second. place the essential activities of the masses.. and
ignoring the sometimes favourable circumstances and conditl?os,
both internal and external. If self-government has moved rapIdly
towards independence, other fa,ctors have certainly had somethllll
to do with it, such as the artued struggle of the Algerian peopl~
French Imperialism's fear ,of having to fight on three fronts, thO
proclamation of Morocco's independ~nc., the change in the bal~"
of world forces on the side of liberty anil peace and the reso undiDI
victory of Dien Bien Phu.
'
Nev~rtheless. it remains true that the" march of events it!
Tunisia demonstrates the possibility. under certain circumstanC:
of profiting from the contradictions of imperialism in order to rea n
a fixed objective after making concessions ~nd compromises. '001
will be seen, in the following pages how this process of' concessi ,
and compromises, which is at the heart of the Bourguibist strates;;
loses its original validity when it is put forward as the .basls nd
a system which may ,be utilised by all the peoples of Afnca, a
reveals itself as having a restricted applicability.
'Bo,urguibism' is certainly not a doctrine. It is .a collecti;
of ideas and empirical methods, including the practIce of CO all
promise., In this mixture we find various doctrinal influeneesint$
of. them bourgeois. It accommodates contradictory standPOodt'
even some of which are diametrically opposed to each other. U
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pressure of events. it accepts an idea which previously in the
I the e of this same 'Bourguibism' it had rejected. For instance.
nall1concept of planning, violently opposed in 1956. is exalted in
~61 which has become in government propaganda the Year 01
11 nRing.
And, of course, this is reached in a systematic way
pamake ~ virtue out of some kind of necessity. .
10 This political empiricism is presented as a doctrine both to
lI101ish other doctrines considered dangerous and to give it
~~ight and advantage in the competition with such other doctrines.
~
Offic:JI propaganda attempts to disguise the class nature of
'BoUrguibism'. The National State, born of independence. should
ot" have a class character at all. but the most advanced elements
Dr the masses see ever more clearly that political power is in
D hands of the bourgeoisie. There has been progress from the
he
tid order of things, but all the national, democratic aspirations
of the people have not been realised. The double, equivocal role
~layed by the national bourgeosie, accounts for tbis failure, for it
is at one and the same time progressive and reactionary. _
The Tunisian national bourgeoisie is in the main middle-class.
Reduced to small numbers, squeezed out from secondary indus·
tries, it wa,s economically and financially feeble. Its most force~
ful members, grouped in the Neo-Destour, have played a leading
role in the national movement. Despite temporary setbacks and
hesitations, this class, pushed on by the masses, moved forward
and kepI in its ha,nds the leadership of the movement. because
the movement was concerned with the conquest of political inde.
pendence.
With independence, this class is now installing itselI in posi~
tions of power and' showing ever more clearly its inadequacies
and its weaknesses in dealing with its own people and with imperialism. In the economic field, while those groups who were
part and parcel of the colonial system (top functiona,ries in the
colonial regime, big landowners and collaborators) have been
relegated to inferior positions, if not eliminated, the national
bourgeoisie, often in a confused way b~t with great greed, grab
any seClors of the economy which can bring them profits. Some
replace the French in a few small industries, others open up new
factories. especially in footwear and textiles. Still others have
entrenched themselves in sectors which produce quick and easy
profits: real estate speculation and import-export trade which
before independence were the preserves of, foreigners and in
businesses of all kinds. The newly-rich and the privileged come
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forward with their demands, which are often in opposition to thOSt
of the masses.
In the sphere of politics the national bourgeoisie finds itsdl'
in a single political party in which -d'i1ferent interests are reflected
in a free-for-all (asbion by means of groupings. unorganised and
without dearcut political policies. These groups and sub-groJlP
are united round President Bourguiba, whom they seek to influena
in the direction of their interests 'and aspirations.
Bourguibl
expresses and aligns himself with the ideological and politid
inte'(ests of the national bourgeoisie as a whole. In his thoughtt
and actions he never goes beyond the basic interests of the national
bourgeoisie. Nevertheless. he is neither a -capitalist nor a propertJ
owner. He is 'an Intellectual. a product of the petit-bourgeo~
As he does oot completely identify himself with any of the diflered
groups surr04llding him, he is able to arbitrate in-their ioteresu
to override at times the interests of this or that section and tlt
ideas of this or that group without going beyond the fundamenul
interests of the bourgeoisie. This gives him a degree of mobilitJ,
a capacity to adapt himself to changes, even to go forward. and iii
consolidate more effectively the political power of the national
bourgeoisie.
'

.

ACfS OF POWER
_ Within President Bourguiba's policy. there is indeed a lilt
which, although it does not move outside the framework and tbt
per:spectives held by the bourgeoisie, coincides with the interest!
of the entire nation.
The- government has solidified the political independence.~
the country and' attain¢I, with the support of the people, UJ'
,evacuation of foreign troops from the whole territory, with the. eJ:
ception of Bizerta. Despite French pressure, it has maintat:
its solidarity with th.e Algerian people. It has put an end to
monarchy, instituted a RepJlblic_and wiped out vestiges of tl!e ~
feudalism, already in an advanced state of decomposition; It:
modified certain rooted customs particularly with regard t~
status of women, and has defended tolerance and a rational attdudl
in the sphere of r~ligion.
But in other fields the government policy is particulllrli
negative..
.
It may be said: in Tunis there are social laws, for exaI1lP~
the Social Security law. But th'is fails to mention tbat wages ~~
not risen since 1955, while tbe cost of living bas constantly lP"
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· reising, "and that several ,social victories gained by the workiAg
~~ss .it the 'cost of heavy sacrifice have been reduc~d in scope,
It roay be said: there is a trade union organisation.

B.ut this
f 'Is to indicate that the .movement ha,s been stripped of all inde-'
~lndence and simply transformed into an appendix of the govef.Q.!\lent.-

.

It may be said: we have nationalised to a certain extent.
'stributed land to .the peasants, gone in for planning a,nd even
tlr a iype of «Tunisian socialism". But this fails to specify that
~ese reforms were for a long time previously a part of economic

h,eralism whereby an absolute confidence w.as created for local

~d foreign investors ~n~ where~y t~e "~nrich·yourselves" formula
~uld be operated Without takmg mlo account the demands -of

planned deve~opmeQ.t. This fails to specify that in spite ot opting
for plannin&, Tunis has ~ot undertak~n structural an? agrarian
reforms, which are -~ssentlal to a genume struggle agamst Jlnderdeve!C!pment. .
It may be said: we have a, Constitution, elected assemblies,
airee press, and even a legal Communist Party. But this fa~ to
state the direct ahd indirect restrictions on public liberty,-the monopolisation bf political life by the government party that retains for
it:e1f control of employment -and utilises this "advantage" in a
country where there are 300,000 unemployed. It fails to mention
all manner of fetters on legal activities of the Tunisian Communist
Party.
However, in examining at close range what, -is offered as the
"model" ot Tunisian experience, it is more important to attend to
l~e external political aspects than the internal.
It is paradoxic~l that a government, which has a,risen from
tbe national movement and which still has. in spite of inadequacies
and I imitations, a national function, practices a pro-western foreign
policy.
-.

The -explanation for this phenomenon is the fact that the
Tunisian governmept has atlhered to.. the "free world" because of
its class ideologies, It desires a' victory for capitalism in its. co!Jl"
petition with socialism.
The Tunisian government turns a blind eye to the -ugly reality
of the "free world". It ignores the reality that it is an imperialist
system, comprising not only the traditional colonial 'powers, but
also America, a newcomer which is already using new forms of
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domination. Jess direct,
"free world" would be a
which have been forced
in a discussion
,
. at UNO

more subtle but more detestable. 'fh
"healthy body" but for debilitating dut" e
on to it. President Bourguiba said tb~
on 22nd November. 19515:
l!

"Having developed in the sphere of the democratic~ an
liberal West, the African peoples have based their POUti~
patterns on that model.
The great principles Of 1789 th
Wilso~ian d?ctrin~. the. ru~e of lay!. the~ concept~ hold grea~
. sway In theu social thmkmg. With therr awakenmg to inde
pendence. the African peoples have J.mearthed their latent
dition of democratic liberation. bringing them very close to
the States of the 'free world',

tra:

"Their economic resources are complementary to those of
the Western' countries. more particularly those of Europe
The development of their resources. the reconversion from a
colonial to an independent national economy. will not lesson
their need to co-operate with the West. for a liberal and
prosperous economy cannot afford to dispense with exchange
Thus African nationalism naturally finds itself joined to th~
West. and. even if it retains a certain resentment towards the
colonial nations of the West. it recognises that its future is
bound to_ them,"
(Article by Bourguiba published in the
magazine Foreign Affairs; July 1957),
This philosophy explains why Tunisian foreign policy has be.
gun to distinguish itself by an extremely forceful pro westemism.
The Tunsian government refuses to establish even diplomatic relations with the socialist countries. It participated in the UNO
Commission on Hungary and went as far as proclaiming its ad.
herence to the Eisenhower Doctrine (9th May. 1957),
This pro.westernism has not prevented the government from
energetically defending the sovereignty of the country and of de.
nouncing the conditions of American aid. The government has
also affinned that the "free world" that it accepts is not what it is
but what it should be! While _defending the West. Tunis con·
tinues to beg it to change its policy. to grant effective aid. even to
renounce colonialism and to put up a -new facade. , The government claims that it i~ possible to "amend" imperialism.
Nevertheless. this concept conflicts increasingly with reality.
Apologist arguments are destroyed by developments in the interna,tional situation. The argument that our geographic position
forces such an attitude on us is no longer valid. since other coun·
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, even closer to the "West" than we are, have been granted
!O;j,eodence and are consolidating it while improving their rela~ OS with the socialist countries. The argument that this policy
~1O·ustified. by attempts to .coerce An:terica to ~id Algeria. ,:,anish.~s
IS J
the Untted States contmues to gIve matenal and pohtIcal aid
as the French colonialists. Finally, the argument that this policy
10'11 gain for us American aid appears to be groundless when it
IVI omes clear that our country is depriving itself of the known
~antages of assistance from the socialist camp. without obtaining
:oyeffective aid from America.
'BOURGUIBISM' IN AFRICA
Isolated in this excessive pro-westernism. "penalised" in some
measure (according to the formula used by President Bourguiba),
Tunisia should abandon this orientation. re~examine its attitude
\0 ,he East and proclaim non-involvement as its official policy.
Nonnal diplomatic rel~tions sho~ld be establ}shed, with the US~R
and with CzechoslovakIa, an offictal undertaklOg gIven to recogOlse
People's China and a start made in economic co-operation with
these countries. Unfortunately such a development would soon be
upset by the appearance of new forms of pro-westemism.
America has given indications of a cha,nged attitude in regard
to real aid' to under-developed countries, providing this government remains securely in the western orbit.
But what is of even greater gravity is the attitude of Tunis
10 recent African problems.
Almost breaking away from African solidarity over the Congo
affair, the government was the only one amongst recently liberated
countries publicly to criticise Lumumba,
It was alone in not
recognising his legal government after the Kasavubu and Mobutu
plot, a~d it was alone in supporting Ham~arsk.iold.. Far fr?m
perceivmg the real causes of the Congolese SituatIon, J.e., the alms
of Belgian and American neo-colonialism in using UNO and its
General secretary, Tunisia has trumped up other explanations:
immaturity on the part of the Congolese and the cold war ... ,
Other attitudes she has taken up underline this difference
which sets Tunis apart in the Afro-Asian camp.
The countries of the "Community" are regarded by Tunisia
with what amounts to caution, while Mauritania was immediately
recognised and received an official delegation from Tunis.
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Thus the idea grew up of. on the one hand, a revolutionary
Africa, "subservient to Russia", and on the other a muder2te
Africa, which included Tunis. Her role, it was said, would be
far more "precio,us" than if she were assimilated with the countries
of the Community. Now she was really independent and could
enjoy a prestige commensurate with her past struggles.
PLA YlNG THE US. GAME
How the Americans encourage such a tendency and see in if
an unexpected trump for their machinations in Africa! In \'.estern
publications and in the declarations of statesmen, Tunisian
"moderation" has become the .subject of eulogies; ther Baller ,the
country, the government's foreign conduct and her AfflcaJI policy;
at the same time Kennedy invites Bourguiba to visit the U.S.A.
While Tunis!a has few riches which could altract Amerie<:n im·
perialists, they are interested in the political role which -s;le ~an
play in Africa, and the use that can be made of her African. polt~,
This is precisely what an American ambassador in Tunis Implied
when he affirmed: "Tunis is a small military power but it possessed
the moral capacity to wield a world-wide influence". And ·Bour·
guibism' runs wild once out of the hands of its own promoters. F~r
example, the puppets of the Community are becoming '~ll.urgUl:
bists', so-called partisans of 'Bourguibism', a "doctrine" whKn th~
oppose to "rowdy demagogy", to use the phrase of Ahidjfl..l\rnbassador of the Cameroons in Tunis.

Even with regard to Algeria we find in Bourguiba this Jbs~'
sion to apply "the Tunisian scheme".
In point of fact. the Tunisian gowrnment has madf grea r
ctl'orts La aid its broLher people. and her solidarity has rar,d~"
defaulted. (I say rarely because there was the episode of the EdJd t
petrol, which the Tunisian governmcnt allowed to pass t:lrou~b
Tunis in spite of protests from the F.L.N.) It is not this so: d;.!~il~
which is questioned, nor the important and valued contrbl.lll(lll
of the Tunisian people and government to the struggle t1f (bt
Algerian people.
What is at issue is this desire to app:Y Ihl
"Tunisian scheme" to ~ m~re c?mp,lex situatio~, totally ddf~re~l
from ours. The Aigenan SituatIon IS charactenscd by a D<.IllOJl:l
iolfmed slruggle, organised on a great scale and directed aga:n~!
ancient colonialism represented by De Gaulle. who holds tht" f1C~ a
of the Sahara and who is afraid of the consequences of an Alger18
revolution in Algeria nnd in all Africa.
.;If I were in the place of Ferhat Abb<ls, I should ha\'l

a;
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nded to De Gaulle's invitation and gone to Paris:' President
po
res uiba said one day. The Tunisian government will continue.

~u~er forms, to proffer their "advice to their brother Algerians".

°anwhile they themselves risk the charges that they 3fe intran~
~~nl. that they lack flexibility. and that they have illusions about
S1g Gaulle.
ve For a short .period they held back when De Gaulle's first
noeuvres had been completely uncovered.
They recognised
~:ir error in trusting De Gaulle, but they returned', to his fold
~n enough afterwards. In June 1960 the President declared to
h old de Melun: "Thanks to the wisdom and courage of General
dee Gaull~. ~rance is n~w on the road leading to the fulfilment of
your aSpiratIons. . . .
.
And when the French President was obliged by the pressure of
the Algerian people, of the French people, and of international
o inion 10 retreat once more and to renounce the cease-fire, witho~t renouncing, as is obvious today, all his machinations, then he
invited Bourgurba to Paris. What optimism!
Our government would undoubtedly like to see some direct
negot~ation, and the AIge~ian questio~ s~owi~g progress. But the
Gaulllst manoeuvres contmue, necessItatmg mcreased pressure on
him, rather than relaxation, to compel him to negotiate on a Just
basis.
.
Even today the Tunisian government holds that the problem
is the subject of negotiation and insists on the spirit of compromise
_ even though no negotiation9 are in progress.
"[ m,ust say to my Algerian brothers that in a negotiation of
such gravity they must be able to distinguish what is important
fcom what is not important for there is a principle involved and it
is important." (Recent debate in the Na.tional Assembly).
But the crux of the matter is to know what is essential and
what is trivial, not according to the Tunisian conditions of 19541956, but according to the Algerian conditions today and the aims
of French imperialism in the Sahara.
In the -Tunisian set-up, there is always the. illusion that a
solution can be achieved "in the framework of the west_".
This
explains why Bourguiba is forever trying to persuade the United
States to stop supporting France in the Algerian war and to safeguard the opportunities of the west, of the "free world", of
capitalism. He wants the West to become involved on the "safe"
side. Even when he declares himself prepared to accept assistance
ttl
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from the USSR and from China for Algeria. he does not despai
of seeing the USA intervene . . ..
There is a more or lea
subtle game here which aims at using certain contradictions between the USA and France. and sometimes even between ttl
socialist and the capitalist countries.

AFRICA'S MORTAL ENEMY
If certain African countries are able to profit from the contndictions of imperialism (aggravated besides by the presence of ~
socialist camp and its policy of giving unconditional support \l
the nationalliberatory movements) to obtain political independellC%
or other concessions from the imperial powers. this should n~
create the illusion that all African countries can obtain the sarri
favourable treatment. Nor. above all. should it create the illusill
that· they can obtain for their economic liberation the understan~
ing and sympathy. if not from their one-time oppressors directl!
at least from the U.S.A. This latter country. even when ~t stlJll
supporting its classical colonial allies. never loses sight of l~ O'lt~
imperialist objectives which are to practice in Africa what 1t bf
already done in North and South America..
The interests of Africa and those of the whole imperialii:
system are irreconcilable. The national and economic renai~~1)."i
of Africa can be brought about only in opposition to impenalJSl!
This renaissance must conduct a merciless struggle against ll~
colonialism. which it must needs liquidate. just as it has pa :
done to classical colonialism.

sh:

All attempts at conciliation. every underestimation of n~
colonialism betray the cause of African liberation. Africa
not align its foreign policy with that of the western camp or till
Qti the socialist camps. It shoJ,lld put into practice an e~ec :
policy of non-involvement which would mean relations wIth ~
countries. to the exclusion of none. and a fight for complete ecolJi
mic and political liberation. in alliance with all the forces of fret
dom and peace.
Our country, in seeking its political role in Africa. s~o~
tread the road to a genuine. anti-imperialist African solidantY:
the spirit of Bandung. in the spirit of a vigorous struggle ag~J:
the plots of the neo-colonialists. It is still possible for the Tun~
bourgeoisie to have illusions about the advantages to be ga hi
from their foreign policy, illusions strengthened by the fact t~
imperialism. especially American imperialism. bas no big econo
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. restS to safeg.uard in Tunis. The courSe of development will
lrt te al hoW ludicrous these illusions are.

(eve

Viewed in this light, Tunisian policy cannot be regarded as
. ed It can be modified by the pressure of the masses and by
~~l;nds of national and international reality.
Granted that the Tunisian bourgeoisie with the support of the
ople has been able to inscribe some not unworthy pages in the
peOggle against classical colonialism, nevertheless its inadequacies.
~[r prejudices. its readiness to compromise, prevent it from shining
!IS the struggle against neo-colonialism. It is incapacitated in the
l~rug:gJe to co~plete t~e t~~ks of the national an~ democ~atj~ reva~ lion of TUlliS. and IS fQllmg to make an effective contnbUtlon to
t~e rev01ution of the whole African continent.

•
ANGOLANS ARE NOT PORTUGUESE
"The African people of Angola are not Portuguese, nor do
they wa~t to be. T?ey ar.e. a people opp~essed by the Portugu~se
colonialists and the mtematlOnal monopolIes. and they are fightmg
to gain their national independence ....
"The Communist Party. which has no interests other than
[hose of the Portuguese workers, solemnly declares that it is on
Ike side of the Angolan people in their struggle for independence
and wilt help them by all means in its disposal.
"This stand is also in the interests of the Portuguese people.
The peoples of Angola and the other colonies are not the enemies
but the allies of the Portuguese people, because they are fighting
the same enemies that oppress the people of Portugal.
"At this very moment the heroic struggle of the Angolan
people 's helping the struggle of the Portuguese people for freedom."
- From a pamphlet issued in April in Portugal
by the underground Portuguese Communist
Party.
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